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Sixteen-year-old Allyssa appears to be the ideal princess of EmperionÃ¢â‚¬â€•sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

beautiful, elegant, and refined. She spends her days locked in a suffocating cage, otherwise known

as the royal court. But at night, Allyssa uses her secret personaÃ¢â‚¬â€•that of a

vigilanteÃ¢â‚¬â€•to hunt down criminals and help her people firsthand.Unfortunately, her nightly

escapades will have to wait because the citizens of Emperion may need saving from something

much bigger than common criminals. War is encroaching on their kingdom and in order to protect

her people, Allyssa may have to sacrifice her heart. Forced to entertain an alliance through marriage

with a handsome prince from a neighboring kingdom, she finds herself feeling even more stifled

than before. To make matters worse, the prince has stuck his nosy squire, Jarvik, to watch her

every move. Jarvik is infuriating, bossy and unfortunately, the only person she can turn to when she

unveils a heinous plot. Together, the unlikely pair will have to work together to stop an enemy that

everyone thought was long gone, one with the power to destroy her family and the people of

Emperion. Now the cage Allyssa so longed to break free from might just be the one thing she has to

fight to keep intact. In order to save her kingdom, she will have to sacrifice her freedom, her heart,

and maybe even her life.
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This was a great read. Even though I had a feeling about how this would end, I still enjoyed reading

every page. Allyssa is a princess with an inner strength that grows throughout the story. She's smart

and likable, which doesn't always happen. Maybe she should have seen the twist coming, but I

don't hold it against her, not with the pressure of everyone's expectations.The romance was well

done with the tension between the main characters, building to a huge cliffhanger. After finishing, I

immediately downloaded the second book.

Enjoyed reading this book. it was a quick, enjoyable read. Although predictable in most parts, it was

still enjoyable. The character development was enjoyable and the heroine and hero both have

differences to work through before they finally come to trust in each other. Worth the read -

definitely. Enjoyable and worth the read - definitely. The only problem I have is that the final book is

not available until August 2017, which will make me wait on the conclusion. I have already

purchased and started the second book.

I had a hard time putting it down for anything. I hardly ever give out five stars but this would

definitely be a nine out of ten. It was an adventure to read and I can't wait to read the next one. It

was very exciting with plenty of action, political intrigue, and great characters. There was just

enough romance to get you hooked and plenty of plot twists. I'm always a huge fan of a heroine who

can take care of herself. The one thing that kind of annoyed me we're all the hints about secrets.

There was one big reveal at the end, which I'd guessed very early on before hints started coming.

There were a couple other things the characters figured out, though slowly in my opinion. There's at

least one big secret still unshared but I'm almost positive I know what that one is. I like figuring

things out before they happen, but not when hints continue being given over and over. Other than

that it's great though!

I really enjoyed this book. I also picked up on the plot twist right from the beginning and was really

happy it turned out true at the end. There were a few inconsistencies in Allyssa's behavior and at

times I want exactly sure why she did or said or thought what she did.The author also seemed to



use a different curse/swear every single time Allyssa used it. They all made sense except when she

said Bloke instead of Blimey. I think the author got a bit confused there?Overall, really enjoyed this

book and was excited to move on to the second :)

How exciting this spin off series is. It does not follow the same storyline as the previous series

thankfully. There are quite a few secrets that I managed to figure out before they were divulged.This

is a must read about the next generation. How have Rema and Darmik handled ruling over such a

large land? How have they raised their children? Heading off to read book 2!

Immediately from the first page this book pulls you in with action, quick wit, and a main character

who isn't your typical princess. I thought Cage of Deceit was very well written, the characters were

well rounded, and the story arcs were spot on! I'm not one to give spoilers in a review, so I will leave

you with this-read this book! Fun, exciting, and well thought out!

My reaction when I read the final line of the book: I knew it!This book was truly a pleasure to read

and it was great that we got to see many of the characters we grew to love from the first series

again. That being said I also loved all the new characters we got introduced to. It was great to that

see Alyssa, Darmik and Rema's daughter, grew up with Neco and Ellie's kids along with Audek and

Vesha's daughter. I love their parents friendship in the original series so I was happy to see that

bond in the next generation. Although I do hope to see more character development for the other

kids because the only ones we see a lot of are Alyssa and Marek. Again, we get immersed in the

world of Emperion, all the intrigue and court politics. Deception seems to be a theme throughout this

book as well. It seemed all our key players were keeping secrets. I, for one, saw the big reveal at

the end coming a mile away. There were just so many hints, I kept waiting and waiting for Alyssa to

put two and two together regarding Jarvik and Prince Odar but sadly that just didn't happen.Alas,

now starts the endless wait until book 2.

Just loved this story, great characters, great storyline, great writing. It was so readable and flowed

so well, before you know it it was finished! Not even sure how i picked this book, i was expecting a

fantasy novel. But glad i read it! Happy Reading!!!!!Tim
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